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In light of the Federal Government’s restriction on gatherings of more than 100 people, Paydirt Media has been forced to postpone the South Australian Resources & Energy Investment Conference (SAREIC), scheduled for Adelaide on 1-2 April.

Conference Convener Bill Repard said a new date for SAREIC would be announced once the Government gave a clearer indication of a return to “normality” following the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Given the Federal Government’s decision on non-essential gatherings, we felt it necessary to postpone the conference for the health of delegates, our employees and the wider community,” Mr Repard said. “SAREIC has been a crucial date on the SA resources calendar for nearly two decades and Paydirt will continue to support the State’s mining sector well into the future. 

“Once a clear path towards a health and economic rebound is established, we will throw all our resources at ensuring SAREIC and the South Australian resources sector is ready to benefit from the ensuing upturn in sentiment and interest.”
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